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On Bringing Back “Manly Men”

On November 13, 2020, Vogue magazine published their December issue with the first

male to ever appear on the cover: Harry Styles. The photoshoot with this issue included pictures

of Styles wearing both “masculine” and “feminine” clothing, which is not abnormal for Styles,

but is pretty new for such a popular, global magazine. This photo shoot sparked a bit of

controversy on the internet, most notably from American conservative author and political

activist, Candace Owens, and Ben Shapiro, American conservative political commentator, media

host, and attorney. Both conservative pundits took to Twitter to express their critiques on

November 14. Owens tweeted, “There is no society that can survive without strong men…It is an

outright attack. Bring back manly men.” Shapiro then responded, “This is perfectly obvious.

Anyone who pretends that it is not a referendum on masculinity for men to don floofy dresses is

treating you as a full-on idiot.” (Carras). Naturally, Styles’s fan base criticized the conservatives’

comments on this historic shoot, but many celebrities and influential faces also rushed to Styles’s

support. It is true that a Twitter confrontation between conservative commentators and more

liberal-minded celebrities is not unusual. What is more interesting is why Styles’s clothing is

linked to his masculinity. Why, in the 21st century, does this create a debate? What significance

does this Vogue cover have in the ongoing conversation about gender, power, and expression?

Men’s fashion has changed tremendously over time; what some now consider to be “too

feminine” for a man to be wearing, powerful men throughout the 14th and 15th centuries sported



those kinds of outfits in their everyday life, and they were recognized as “fashionable” and even

“powerful”. As mentioned in a tweet responding to Owens from actress Jameela Jamil, “... This

was at one time considered very manly,” addressing a photo of actor Nicholas Hoult in a period

costume from “The Favourite” (which is set in the early 1700’s). She added on saying, “Wigs,

makeup, tights, frills… maybe this is the comeback of the ‘manly man’,” (Corras). Because of

this, there needs to be a reminder of what “masculine” fashion used to look like.

According to the “Fashion History Timeline” from FIT’s History of Art Department, in

the earlier part of the 16th century, the typical attire for men consisted of a “linen shirt or

chemise”, along with a doublet (almost a corset-looking piece) over the shirt. These top pieces

were paired with jerkins, “often skirted … worn over the doublet”, and their legs were covered

“in hose ending at the knee” and stockings, connected by a “codpiece”. In addition, they wore

gowns that were open in the front with “a large turned back collar that broadened over the

shoulders and was usually fur lined” over the entire ensemble. They also were clean shaven and

had their hair styled at shoulder-length. It wasn’t until the early-mid 17th century that men began

interchanging the style of their bottom garments from jerkins with pants or just pants (De

Young). This style in today’s society would be considered a bit more on the “feminine” side and

not appropropriate for men, according to standards from many conservatives such as Owens and

Shapiro.

The conservative take on the concept of “gender-fluid” fashion is mostly critical; because

it hasn’t been what most Americans would consider “normal”, conservatives don’t see it as the

way “manly men” or “feminine women” should be dressing. The more liberal-minded part of

society, however, is embracing this difference and change within our “norms”. Bob the Drag

Queen, the winner of “Rupaul’s Drag Race” in 2016, responded to Owens’ tweet, saying, “You're



ignoring the fact that no society can survive without fem men, or masc women, or fem women,

or people in between all of that. It's almost like no society is a monolith and that's how societies

thrive. . . through multiple contributions from various demographics,” (Carras). Bob’s idea of

exploring all the demographics people have to offer is a crucial piece of the discussion over

gender fluid fashion, and just expression in general. The concept of “masculinity” versus

“femininity” is challenged by people like Styles and the influential celebrities who support and

celebrate the change. Many gender studies activists and writers have spoken about the growing

change in the binary, especially when it comes to expression of gender identity.

In her landmark text, Gender Trouble, Judith Butler discusses how one’s gender identity

is defined through regulatory acts of expression that fall in line with the gender norms in a

society (23-24). She explains, too, that “because certain kinds of ‘gender identities’ fail to

conform to those norms of cultural intelligibility, they appear only as developmental failures or

logical impossibilities from within that domain,” (24). Society relies on the gender binary to

define a person’s identity, and when someone falls out of line with the “norms” that the rest of

society is used to, it creates a discourse in the current system, leading to debates like the one over

Harry Styles’s manliness. Butler then goes on to elaborate on the idea that gender expression is

thought to be tied to one’s sexual identity and practice, creating a generality among people -- a

monolith -- that leads to gender oppression (24-25). In the case of Harry Styles, many believe

that the reason he is often found in women’s clothing is because he is gay (which, as far as we

are aware, is not the case). This assumption is what creates the “gender oppression” Butler was

talking about.

In “‘She Was Not a Girly Girl’: Athletic Apparel, Female Masculinity and the

Endorsement of Difference”, Christina Bush mainly discusses female athletes who have broken



gender norms to model men’s apparel, and how fashion and gender identity should not be as

“hardwired” as the existing logics of gender make it out to be (109-10). She quotes Susan Kaiser

on this, saying:

viewing gender as a soft assemblage, rather than a fixed essence, opens up the idea of the

plural ways of doing gender, especially when exploring transnational understanding and

intersectional analyses of gender interplay with sexuality, race, ethnicity, religion, social

class, national identity, age/generation, and other subject positions (110).

This segment of Bush’s research supports Butler’s point of view above. If there wasn’t such a

“fixed” system of gender stereotypes -- aka, the gender binary norms -- maybe it would be more

acceptable to experiment with all kinds of expression, including clothing.

Styles discusses in his interview with Vogue that a lot of inspiration behind his fashion

comes from his musical inspirations: “‘Prince and David Bowie and Elvis and Freddie Mercury

and Elton John,’” (Bowles). He calls them “true showmen”, and discusses how he looks up to

them because it inspired him to play with his own style and just have fun with clothing. He says,

“‘When you take away ‘There’s clothes for men and there’s clothes for women,’ once you

remove any barriers, obviously you open up the arena in which you can play...It’s like

anything—anytime you’re putting barriers up in your own life, you’re just limiting yourself,”

(Bowles). He finds joy in clothing and doesn’t like to put any labels on his choices, rather than

succumbing to the pressure put on by gender stereotypes in society today.  His influence on the

world could make a great impact, one that might be important for society to grow when it comes

to its thoughts on “defining” a person.

Fashion is one of the most recognizable forms of expression. It has been used over time

to help define and/or shape a person because it is one of the first things you notice about



someone when looking at them face-to-face. Just like in the time prior to the 20th century, you

could tell a person’s wealth or rank in society based on the fabrics and/or types of clothing they

wear. Today, fashion is very prominent in gender expression; when one begins to discover who

they really are, one of the early ways to begin to express that discovery to the world is through

their choice of clothing. In “Gender More: An Intersectional Perspective on Men’s Transgression

of the Gender Dress Binary”, writers Ben Barry and Andrew Reilly analyzed four

male-indentifying participants in their study on men’s fashion practices. They chose these four

men because their qualities of dress fall in line with their term “gender more”: developed from

“the current form of androgyny … because it represents the diverse ways that men juxtapose

clothing styles associated with femininity and masculinity into a single look, “ (123). The

concept of “gender more” is a growing fashion phenomenon in the world, and people like Harry

Styles are helping to make it more mainstream.

The second participant in this study’s choices align most closely with Styles. Clinton is a

white, middle-class, heterosexual man with a Christian upbringing. Because he was taught that

men shouldn’t put too much thought into their clothing and anything otherwise meant he was not

straight or masculine, he hid his interest in fashion. That was until he ended a relationship with a

girlfriend because he was “pretending to fulfill the archetype of a man … that was not true to his

vulnerable and expressive self.” So, he decided, “‘I’m going to throw out a majority of my

clothes and get clothes that show who I am and what my spirit is,’” (Barry and Reilly 126). He

now wears skirts regularly in his everyday life “to express himself.” His identity as a

heterosexual man meant that though skirts fascinated and interested him, he wasn’t taught

anything about how to wear and/or style them. He also is apprehensive on where he can wear

them; for example, he says he’s “anxious about wearing skirts on dates because he is unsure of



how [his dates] will respond,” (127). His style is inspiring and aligns similarly with Harry Styles;

it gives him freedom to discover and express himself using “androgynous” styles even though he

is limited by gender constructs that still exist and “question” his masculinity. However, his

choice of clothing just further proves how comfortable he is in his body and can still tap into his

femininity; he doesn’t need to sport traditional “masculine” fashion to be masculine.

Gender norms within fashion are changing, and people of all identities and sexual

orientations are helping push it along everyday. Because I started with a lot of the backlash

Styles received for his Vogue cover, I wanted to end with examples of beautiful public support.

Jameela Jamil said Styles is “plenty manly, because manly is whatever you want it to be,” and

added on with, “He is 104% perfect,” (Carras). Director and actress Olivia Wilde sums up

exactly what this research is about:

To me, he’s very modern, and I hope that this brand of confidence as a male that Harry

has -- truly devoid of any traces of toxic masculinity -- is indicative of his generation and

therefore the future of the world. I think he is in many ways championing that,

spearheading that. It’s pretty powerful and kind of extraordinary to see someone in his

position redefining what it can mean to be a man with confidence (Bowles).

There shouldn’t be a debate over Harry Styles’s manliness. Instead, it’s important that we

recognize his ability to express himself in what makes him feel comfortable and proud. The

public eye is a very pressuring and critical audience, so being in touch with both the masculine

and feminine sides of himself and expressing this in his appearance is incredibly inspiring, and

hopefully it will strike a chord with men across the world.
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